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Yesterday’s annual half-hour animation on BBC One achieved a rare thing: it left you

moved by the dilemmas of a snail. Indeed, as a Christmas Day programme free of

sleigh bells, vomitous jumpers or gaudy jollity, and instead focusing on the

dissatisfaction experienced by molluscs, The Snail and the Whale must be

considered unique. Today the snail community will be celebrating: they finally have

a star! Christmas works in mysterious ways.

There’s no particular reason that some of these Julia

Donaldson-Axel Sche�er adaptations by Magic Light

Pictures (ten years in) seem to hit the seasonal sweet spot

more e�ectively than others. The Gru�alo and Room on

the Broom were mini-masterpieces of comic charm. I’d put

The Snail and the Whale up there with them, perhaps third

in the list. The undersea visuals, as the snail was whisked

away through the ocean on a leviathan’s tail, were as good

as anything in Pixar’s Finding Nemo — all fierce-toothed

sharks, luminescent jellyfish, “shimmering ice and coral

caves”.

Blue Planet has a new rival, but as marine odysseys go, this

one spared us an environmental message to make us feel depressed at the closing

credits. I think there was a message (this is the BBC), but I’m pretty sure the snail

was not Greta Thunberg in disguise, even as it invited children to dream big and

remember that you’re never too small to make a di�erence (the gastropod saved the

whale from beaching).
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What is certain is that rare pathos was wrung from the act of the snail “hugging” the

whale, and Diana Rigg’s closing narration evoked the childlike feeling of a bedtime

story being told by a beloved grandmother. By which point you may be wondering if

I’m on the crème de menthe. Let’s just call it the Magic Light Pictures e�ect.

Looking back to Christmas Eve and there was another TV tradition being upheld

with this year’s BBC Ghost Story for Christmas. Mark Gatiss has become the

custodian of this, Martin’s Close being his third chiller to pay homage to the qualities

of MR James and the sparse 1970s adaptations by Lawrence Gordon Clark.

I say chiller, but this tale of a 17th-century squire on trial for the murder of a simple

country girl wasn’t the most spine-chilling. As with last year’s The Dead Room with

Simon Callow, the grand unveiling of the ghost, held back until the end (in the

classic fashion), was rather less memorable than a fruity performance from the

living. Not from Peter Capaldi, who as the prosecutor looked impressively

cadaverous, 1684-style; but from Elliot Levey as the “hanging judge”, a baroque turn

full of amusing, scornful asides at the doomed man.

Gatiss, a genre expert, knows the sight of the ghost should be kept to a minimum,

and the only full glimpse of the vengeful “13th jury member” was made more

e�ective for having the sound suddenly cut out. However, the final shot of the killer

being led to a gibbet with the dead girl following behind clapping her arms “like a

goose” was a bit too much of a wink rather than a final shot of fear to loiter in the

mind in the midnight hour. A more disturbing scare next Christmas, please, Mr

Gatiss — looking forward to it already.
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